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UpfrontCentral: Best/Worst

They Came, They Saw, They Drank
  Annual pitch-a-thon felt familiar, but with a few odd splashes
     By Dade Hayes and Tim Baysinger 

BEST AND WORST CONTAINED
 IN A SINGLE MOMENT
Every upfront yields at least one signature happening that 
keeps people buzzing all week. This year it was NBC wel-
coming Dolly Parton, whose song, “Coat of Many Colors,” 

is the basis of an upcoming 
movie on the network. After an 
acoustic rendition of that song, 
she performed “I Will Always 
Love You” with NBC Entertain-
ment chairman Bob Greenblatt 
on piano. The duet went over 
OK at Radio City Music Hall, 
but Jimmy Kimmel feasted on 
it during his ABC roast. (“Dear 
Bob,” went his imaginary letter. 
“We’re glad that Dolly Parton 
will always love you. After what 

you made us sit through yesterday, no one else ever will. 
Signed, Everyone.”) At CBS Entertainment’s press break-
fast, Kelly Kahl said he and his boss, Nina Tassler, “were 
going to begin with ‘Islands in the Stream,’ but someone 
stole our thunder.”

 EARLY CONTENDERS
Last year, B&C picked eight of the most promising new shows based on a completely unscientifi c survey of crowd reaction and buzz at upfronts. 
Only three got canceled. Pushing our luck, probably, we are making the same predictions again for which strands of spaghetti are likely to stick to the wall: 

The Catch (ABC) Muppets (ABC) Supergirl (CBS) Crazy Ex-Girlfriend (The CW)

DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (The CW) Grandfathered (Fox) Scream Queens (Fox) Chicago Med (NBC)

WORST SPOTLIGHT FOR NEWS
Upfronts aren’t about news divisions, but 
when have they ever felt as marginal? 
Disgraced  anchor Brian Williams was a no-show 
and NBC limited itself to one name-drop of Today. 
Somewhere, Ted Koppel  was probably face-palming 
as ABC featured its lead news anchor, David Muir, in a spoof of 
How to Get Away with Murder. He asks, “So when does all the 
murder happen?” Get it? News guy! Later, Kimmel barbecued 
Williams. Only CBS seemed to fi nd the right tone, paying tribute to 
retiring anchor Bob Schieffer and touting 60 Minutes ratings.

DATA OR DATA?
As B&C has pointed out, most recently in our upfront 

preview issue of May 11, this was the year of the “data-fronts,” 
as networks stressed new measurement and delivery tools that 

could give them an edge over digital competitors. But one 
unexpected aural twist was the way they chose to pronounce 
the word data—an unoffi cial tally had it evenly split between 

“day-ta” and “da-ta.” Both are accepted by Webster’s.

Schieffer

Greenblatt
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BEST VIDEOS
Rob Lowe’s hilarious turn at Fox tackling  
ad viewability almost drew a bigger 
response  than his upcoming comedy 
at the network, The Grinder. Stephen 
Colbert’s  turn with Leslie Moonves (“Who 
is Stephen Colbert?” he intoned as he 
and the CBS Chairman/CEO donned 
cartoonishly  fake hipster beards) was at 
the level of his Comedy Central work.

ODDEST VIDEO
In touting next February’s  
Super Bowl 50, CBS 
showed a trailer that, 
in bombastic NFL Films 
fashion, made the point 
that, well, a lot of people 
watch the big game.
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WORST BIDS  
FOR ATTENTION 
Society is evolving, and so should the 
upfronts. But Miley Cyrus (during a solid 
set at the Adult Swim party) lighting an 
oversize joint onstage seemed to be one 
twerk over the line. And NBC’s trailer 
for People Are Talking fixated on Internet 
porn, to diminishing comedic returns.

ODDEST CLOSERS
ESPN’s straightforward event at the Minskoff Theatre, home of Broadway’s The Lion King, closed with 
an odd kettle drum dance performance. All the more puzzling: The mallet-wielding percussionists, ac-
companied by a DJ pressing “play” on her iPod, wore pro sports uniforms, not the college togs associ-
ated with drumming. ABC’s event at Avery Fisher Hall was end-to-end entertaining , but many attendees 
left puzzled as Montell Jordan sang “This is How We Do It” as talent danced onstage. Um…OK.

BEST PRESS QUESTION
Eric Deggans, the TV critic from NPR, asked CBS Entertainment 
president Nina Tassler at the network’s press breakfast the same 
question she has faced at TCA press tour. Given breakthroughs 
on Fox, ABC and the CW, when would CBS add a show to its lineup 
that is fronted by minority cast? Tassler, ever the pro, managed a 
smooth enough answer, but it was a gutsy, fair question to raise at 

Black Rock, especially in a week when “Are you bringing that show 
back for Season 7?” qualifies as hard-hitting journalism.

Deggans

BEST REACTION  
TO ZERO FOOTAGE

All Cris Carter, Gillian Anderson and David 
Duchovny had to do was take the stage at Fox 
and say they were excited about the X-Files 
reboot, and the Beacon Theatre crowd was 

eating out of their hands.

WACKIEST LOGLINE:  
‘CRAZY EX-GIRLFRIEND’
Taking a page from its namesake, The CW’s lone fall 
rookie, looks—and sounds—well, pretty crazy. Rachel 
Bloom’s lead character Rebecca Bunch impulsively 
gives up her life and career in New York to chase 
after a long-ago former flame who is moving out to 
California. Oh, and there is singing…a lot of singing.
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